October 2020 (part 2)
This article contains the spiritual facts (realities) I was given prophetically on the above date.
These have been ‘The Word’ for me as they come from The Word of Godi to me.
The facts are on page one, while the sources are on page 3-4, so it is clear where they came from.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SOURCE FILE: “The Wrath of God Wrongly Perceived”ii (13-10-2020)
1. Father will teach us about “wrath” and other things that religion keeps hidden.iii
2. Holy Spirit will reveal to us what we don’t understand.iv
3. Trust Holy Spirit’s knowledge, not what we read and see.v
4. Truth is the reality of the spirit realm, because that’s what’s real.vi
5. Our natural minds are corrupted, which is why we need the Spirit’s knowledge.vii
6. What we read about the wrath of God must be tempered by what the Spirit says about it.viii
7. There aren’t lies in the scripture, but it’s the Spirit who reveals the truth about what’s written.ix
8. We are not to take what’s written in scripture at face value – it must be spiritually discerned.x
9. If we take what’s written in scripture literally we won’t get to the truth.xi
10. Sons listen to the Spirit rather than taking scripture at face value.xii
11. As we are in partnership with the King, everything we read, hear or see needs to be run past him because
he filters out what’s not right.xiii
12. The King is our source of truth because he lives in reality.xiv
13. The King created everything, so he knows what reality (truth) is.xv
14. As all truth resides in the mind of the King, we can ask him questions or listen to what the Spirit’s
saying, so we understand what’s true.xvi
15. It’s a fatal mistake to listen only with the mind and leave out listening with your spirit.xvii
16. The enemy knows we work mainly out of our minds, so that’s where he works to sow lies and
untruths.xviii
17. As we’ve been spiritual reborn, our spirit knows the voice of the King.xix
18. We need to hone our skill of hearing with our spirit for 24/7 daily living, not just our prophetic ability.xx
19. The love relationship we are in with the King is heart-to-heart and spirit-to-Spirit.xxi
20. Our King is wanting us to know what he knows. These are the things that are kept secret from those who
aren’t listening.xxii
21. Spiritual mysteries are only mysteries when we don’t use our spirit to search them out.xxiii
22. Don’t take everything we read as truth, nor everything we’re taught by men.xxiv
23. The Spirit speaks to our spirit so we can have discernment in everything.xxv
24. There’s a lot of deception in the world system and it can easily infiltrate into our minds so we believe
untruths.xxvi
25. Working with our mind, with theology, with science, with human philosophy, etcetera, is a recipe for
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disaster for our life.xxvii
26. Father’s sons love hearing from him because they have pleasure in being about his business.xxviii
27. Jesus modelled how sons should listen to Father.xxix
28. We must set our hearts and minds to hear spiritually so we can be kept from deception.xxx
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REFERENCES
i – John 1:1
ii – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/MESSAGE-The-Wrath-of-God-Misperceived-13-10-2020.pdf
iii – “Q: Lord, why can’t we take at face value what’s written about your wrath?
A: “You are intelligent people. I created you that way, to be able to understand the mysteries and secrets
that the hard-of-hearing do not want to understand or are incapable of knowing.”
iv – “I’ve placed in you my Spirit. It’s my Spirit that will bring enlightenment to you. ”
v – “Trust my Spirit. Don’t trust what your eyes see and read. ”
vi – “The reality is the spirit realm. The reality is the truth that belongs to the spirit realm.”
vii – “The minds of men are corrupted, and it’s only through my Spirit that reality, that truth, can be taken
hold of.”
viii – “So, when it comes to what you read about the “wrath of God”, about me burning white hot with
anger, I want you to temper what you read with what my Spirit says to you.”
ix – “My Spirit will reveal to you the truth. Not that there are lies in what has been written.”
x – “Like the parables that I spoke when I was on Earth, you need to be able to spiritually hear and
spiritually discern, so you understand the things that are written. They are not all to be taken at face value.
Much of what is written is written parabolically in picture language.”
xi – “If you take things literally, it will be mistaken. You will not apprehend the truth.”
xii – “In fact, when you take things literally without allowing my Spirit to explain things to you, you are
not functioning as sons.”
xiii – “Everything in life is a partnership with me, so everything you hear, everything you read,
everything you see, everything you think is real needs to be run past me. I am your filter.”
xiv – “Remember, I am the source of all truth because I live in reality. ”
xv – “I have created all things. All truth, all knowledge resides in me…”
xvi – “All truth, all knowledge resides in me, and if you work in partnership with me (which is what sons
do), then you can talk to me and ask me to explain things to you. Or, a 24/7 activity for you is to listen to
your spirit as my Spirit speaks to you.”
xvii – “The fatal mistake that most people make is they listen to their mind and not to their spirit. I
communicate Spirit-to-spirit.”
xviii – “Humans work with their mind, and the enemy knows that and he works with their mind.”
xix – “Hearing with your spirit which knows my voice (your regenerated spirit because you’re spiritually
reborn), allows you to have access to the truth.”
xx – “This is why you need to finely hone your skills at hearing from me. Not necessarily prophetically,
but the normal everyday, every-moment communication that we make with each other, Spirit-to-spirit.”
xxi – “Remember, this is a love relationship that we’re in. With humans, it’s a heart-to-heart love
relationship. With me, it’s a heart-to-heart plus Spirit-to-spirit relationship…”
xxii – “With me, it’s a heart-to-heart plus Spirit-to-spirit relationship, and I’m always wanting you to
know the secrets that other people don’t know.”
xxiii – “Of course, they’re “secrets” because they don’t have access to the knowledge that I have. They’re
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mysteries, they’re hidden from them because they don’t look for them and they don’t have the key to
access them, which is my Spirit within them.”
xxiv – “So be careful taking things literally, accepting things at face value even though you may be taught
that’s the way to read it.”
xxv – “I’ve given you discernment. My Spirit within you, in conjunction with your spirit, allows you to
discern.”
xxvi – “There’s so much deception in the world system. There’s so much deception that can easily
infiltrate you.”
xxvii – “This is why working with your mind, with theology, with science, with human philosophy,
etcetera, is a recipe for disaster for your life.”
xxviii – “Remember, sons listen to their father. They want to hear what their father has to say because
their pleasure is to be about their father’s business.”
xxix – “I demonstrated this; I modelled this.”
xxx – “So set your heart and mind at hearing from us all the time so we can lead you, and so deception
doesn’t have any access to you.”
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